
they return to their 
former
divertissements.

THE FOOL DINES OUT (1990)
I am with others, including my wife, it is a dark and 
overexpensive place, we order wine right off, high- 
priced stuff, the waiter brings it, applies corkscrew, 
pulls, and the prong rips right out of the cork leaving 
said cork within the bottle, so he reinserts the cork
screw, tugs, and here it happens again —  corkscrew in 
the air, cork in the bottle.
"having a little trouble, eh? " I 
ask him.
my wife digs an elbow to my ribs, the waiter goes off 
for another bottle, returns, digs the corkscrew in again 
—  same thing: out comes the corkscrew without the cork.
"you need another opener," I 
suggest.
I get another dig in the ribs, the waiter glowers at me, 
he's totally enraged, gives it another try, same result.
"wow!" I say.
the others at the table look at me as if I had just been 
convicted of child-rape and now everybody is enraged 
except me as the waiter goes for a third bottle, returns, 
and as he inserts the corkscrew he fixes his eyes upon 
me, he is in total fury and I silently (of course) wish 
him luck and this time he 
makes it.
I am the wine-taster, he pours me a bit, I give it a sip, 
wait a moment, nod to him that the wine is all 
right.
the remainder of our stay there the other people talk 
around me as if I am non-existent but upon hearing the 
conversation I am most happy 
that I am excluded.
upon leaving I pay the bill, tip 20%, and we walk toward 
the parking lot, they feeling that they have acted properly 
in a civilization of overexpensive restaurants, they even 
say goodnight to me as the valets rush for our overex
pensive cars I
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wonder what the waiter will do with those two bottles 
with the ruined corks, I always dug the corks out. drank 
the wine, cork and all, and I figure that the waiter 
will do the same, especially if he is tabbed for the 
loss .
meanwhile my wife is waiting to tell me, when we get 
into the car alone, that I had treated the waiter quite 
horribly, didn't I know how to act in public?
and I won't 
answer.

—  Charles Bukowski 
San Pedro CA
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